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Bibliogov, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 246 x 189 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Pursuant to a congressional request, GAO reviewed
the United States Postal Service s initiative to procure postage stamps from the private sector,
focusing on the: (1) private sector s production capacity; (2) comparative price of Bureau of
Engraving and Printing and private-sector stamps; and (3) relationship between the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing and the Postal Service. GAO found that: (1) the private sector had sufficient
postage stamp production capacity to provide adequate competition; (2) the number of companies
competing for postage stamp contracts has increased, and private-sector stamp production
capability and capacity has expanded; (3) sufficient overlap in similar products existed between the
government and private sector which made cost comparisons possible; (4) since 1987, all 21 stamp
procurements have had two or more competing contractors; (5) in 1992, the Postal Service
estimated that 57 billion stamps will be purchased; (6) private-sector limitations included complex
printing and stamp finishing capacities; (7) the adjusted cost of procuring stamps from the private
sector ranged from $.13 to $8.18 per 1,000 stamps; (8) the Bureau will continue to play a...
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This sort of pdf is everything and made me hunting forward and a lot more. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to inform you that
this is the greatest ebook i have study within my own existence and might be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Celestino B la nda-- Celestino B la nda

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and not confusing. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel
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